On May Day 2022

Power in our hands

By Minnie Bruce Pratt

May Day 2022 marked a year when worker organizing crested in historic resurgence in the U.S. Mass outrage against racism, embodied in earlier enormous Black Lives Matter protests, flowed into red-hot anger at the bosses’ exploitation of workers’ heroic frontline efforts during the COVID-19 pandemic.

The result? Workers walked off their jobs by the millions, sometimes in spontaneous unified actions. Like the Burger King workers in Lincoln, Nebraska, who made it public July 2021 on the fast food giant’s billboard: “We All Quit!” — later citing long hours, low pay and 97°F kitchen temperatures.

Business media labeled this “The Great Resignation.” But what rapidly became clear was that workers were barreling into “The Great Unionization.”

A thousand United Mine Workers struck at their Brookwood, Alabama, coal mine on April 1, 2021 — putting them in direct confrontation with the mine’s financial backer, international hedge fund BlackRock. The miners — still on strike this May Day — are only 30 miles away from Bessemer, where a solidarity rally was held that February for Amazon workers beginning a historic union drive at the warehouse there with support from the Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union (RWDSU).

From last spring forward, bosses have been hit with an avalanche of organizing, including two earthshaking wins — the first union victory against the Starbucks coffee empire, by Starbucks Workers United in Buffalo, New York, and the first U.S. union victory against global conglomerate Amazon, by the Amazon Labor Union in Staten Island, New York.

Both of those were worker-led victories, crafted astutely by SWU and ALU — and that momentum is continuing. In a joint statement those unions called for all U.S. workers to come into the streets mobilizing antitwar resistance.

Even if a world conflagration is avoided, the working class in all countries involved will pay the costs of a protracted war in Ukraine. The diversion of government budgets to the war effort will detract war in Ukraine. The diversion of government budgets to the war effort will soften the climate crisis.

U.S. wants Russia ‘weakened’

After visiting Kiev with Secretary of State Antony Blinken April 24, Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin said this to the House of Representatives, the Pentagon and related, have made it clear to the world that Washington plans a major war to wreck Russia. They demand that their imperialist allies join this war.

For the working class and all oppressed peoples within the U.S. and in Europe, recognizing this development as a threat to their own welfare and to their very existence is the important first step toward worker solidarity and union activism: “MAY DAY! One working class united vs. union busters.” (Workers World, April 23)

Following are some May Day moments from the U.S. working class in militant motion.

New York City

A spirited rally and militant march took place in New York City May 1, organized by the Workers Assembly Against Racism. International speakers at historic Union Square — across the street from Whole Foods Market, owned by Amazon multibillionaire Jeff Bezos — ranged from the Philippines to Korea, from Brazil to the U.S. They included Memphis 7 workers fired by Starbucks, Beto Sanchez and LaKota McGlawn; Amazon Labor Union organizers Karen Ponce and Tristan Dutchin; Charles Jenkins, Coalition of Black Trade Unionists; Mahoma Lopez, Laundry Workers Center, and a delegation of mainly Guatemalan migrant construction workers; Chris Silvera, Teamsters Local 808; Victor Toro, former Chilean political prisoner under the Pinochet regime; Deborah Dickerson, Picture the Homeless; and Adriana Machado, Brazilian Workers Party. Cultural performers included the Rude Mechanical Orchestra and A Desalambrar, a Chilean musical group based in the South Bronx. Marches then took to the streets, blocung traffic in all directions, and held a speak-out that included Brenda Stokely, International Working Women’s Day Coalition; Omowale Clay, December 12th Coalition; and Larry Holmes from WAAK. The march ended at Starbucks CEO Howard Schultz’s “man-in the sky” — a house at the former site of Saint Vincent Hospital’s Emergency Wing in the West

On the streets of New York City, May Day 2022.

By John Catalinotto

May 1 — After two months of war, the Biden administration, including the House of Representatives, the Pentagon and individuals connected to the intelligence establishment, have made it clear to the world that Washington plans a major war to wreck Russia. They demand that their imperialist allies join this war.

For the working class and all oppressed peoples within the U.S. and in Europe, recognizing this development as a threat to their own welfare and to their very existence is the important first step toward worker power unleashed.
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UArts rally for union rights and benefits

By Joe Piette
Philadelphia

Philadelphia University of the Arts workers, students and community members rallied April 27 in solidarity with staff seeking to unionize and with faculty still bargaining for their first contract after a successful union drive. Speakers at the rally of over 40 people included UArts faculty and staff union leaders, plus Pat Eiding, president of the Philadelphia Council AFL-CIO.

In November 2020 full-time and part-time faculty at University of the Arts voted with a historic 99% yes vote to unionize with United Academics of Philadelphia, a local of the American Federation of Teachers. Faculty have been bargaining with the university and their Morgan Lewis lawyer for over a year, with only the most basic items agreed upon. Morgan Lewis is an anti-union law firm, notorious for representing Amazon and many corporate corporations opposing the rights of workers to unionize.

Over 80% of UArts faculty are part-time with no benefits, hired one semester at a time. UArts faculty are paid significantly less than other comparable institutions, and struggle with ever-increasing workloads. UArts faculty want to win raises that bring pay for all faculty to levels on par with comparable institutions, job security for part-time faculty, faculty voting seats on the Board of Trustees and input on hiring of deans and other leadership positions.

Full-time and part-time staff are currently in the process of voting for union recognition as a separate bargaining unit. Staff from all academic and nonacademic departments are forming a union to address a historic lack of pay increases and to create a voice with the university administration amid increasing retention problems. Staff went public with their intention to unionize March 14, 2022, and their votes will be counted by the National Labor Relations Board May 16.

Faculty have been conducting open bargaining for the last two years, with union members, as well as UArts students and alumni and parents, attending to observe and show support for the contract negotiations. The UArts Union filed unfair Labor Practice charges against the UArts Administration, resulting in restored wages for full-time faculty, a full set of data for their bargaining team and the recent rescheduling of policy changes that UArts made with no faculty input.

UArts Crafts Alumni Ellen Littlefield centered the point of the rally in the UArts Union press release: “Faculty and staff must be treated fairly, and that includes paying a living wage and benefits. It’s inexcusable that UArts administration is stalling on negotiations with faculty. It’s disgraceful that such a prestigious university is so behind the times in understanding the needs of its professors.” (tinyurl.com/hfbf4s2)

UArts is the latest arts university in the U.S. to join a movement that has gained momentum over the last two years, including the California College of the Arts, Ohio State University’s Weisner Art Center and School of the Art Institute of Chicago (AIC). Catie Rutledge, AIC’s coordinator of philanthropy, explained to The Art Newspaper: “At the end of the day, working in the arts or a nonprofit is still a job. You can’t eat prestige.” (tinyurl.com/bdewr3f)

Workers World Party is a revolutionary Marxist-Leninist party inside the belly of the imperialist beast. We are a multinational, multigenerational and multigendered organization that not only aims to abolish capitalism, but to build a socialist society because it’s the only way forward! Capitalism and imperialism threaten the peoples of the world and the planet itself in the derogating process for ever-greater profits.

Capitalism means war and austerity, racism and repression, attacks on immigrants, misogyny, LGBTQ+ oppression and mistreatment of people with disabilities. It means joblessness, increasing homelessness and impoverishment and lack of hope for the future. No social problems can be solved under capitalism.

The U.S. is the richest country in the world, yet no one has a guaranteed right to shelter, food, water, health care, education or anything else unless they can pay for it. Wages are lower than ever, and youth are saddled with seemingly insurmountable student debt, if they even make it to college. Black, Brown and Indigenous youth and trans people are ganged down by cops and bigots on a regular basis.

The ruthless ruling class today seeks to wipe out the rights of a working class that produces all wealth in society, and this wealth should be used to advance the interests of the workers. The super-rich and their multi-decades of gains and benefits won by hard-fought struggles only serves to keep the workers from achieving their goals by people’s movements. The super-rich and their Morgan Lewis lawyer for over a year, with only the most basic items agreed upon. Morgan Lewis is an anti-union law firm, notorious for representing Amazon and many corporate corporations opposing the rights of workers to unionize.

Over 80% of UArts faculty are part-time with no benefits, hired one semester at a time. UArts faculty are paid significantly less than other comparable institutions, and struggle with ever-increasing workloads. UArts faculty want to win raises that bring pay for all faculty to levels on par with comparable institutions, job security for part-time faculty, faculty voting seats on the Board of Trustees and input on hiring of deans and other leadership positions.

Full-time and part-time staff are currently in the process of voting for union recognition as a separate bargaining unit. Staff from all academic and nonacademic departments are forming a union to address a historic lack of pay increases and to create a voice with the university administration amid increasing retention problems. Staff went public with their intention to unionize March 14, 2022, and their votes will be counted by the National Labor Relations Board May 16.

Faculty have been conducting open bargaining for the last two years, with union members, as well as UArts students and alumni and parents, attending to observe and show support for the contract negotiations. The UArts Union filed unfair Labor Practice charges against the UArts Administration, resulting in restored wages for full-time faculty, a full set of data for their bargaining team and the recent rescheduling of policy changes that UArts made with no faculty input.

UArts Crafts Alumni Ellen Littlefield centered the point of the rally in the UArts Union press release: “Faculty and staff must be treated fairly, and that includes paying a living wage and benefits. It’s inexcusable that UArts administration is stalling on negotiations with faculty. It’s disgraceful that such a prestigious university is so behind the times in understanding the needs of its professors.” (tinyurl.com/hfbf4s2)

UArts is the latest arts university in the U.S. to join a movement that has gained momentum over the last two years, including the California College of the Arts, Ohio State University’s Weisner Art Center and School of the Art Institute of Chicago (AIC). Catie Rutledge, AIC’s coordinator of philanthropy, explained to The Art Newspaper: “At the end of the day, working in the arts or a nonprofit is still a job. You can’t eat prestige.” (tinyurl.com/bdewr3f)
Displacing low-income families for profit

By Joe Piette
Philadelphia

Faced with evictions on July 8, residents of University City Townhomes and their supporters converged on the offices of Daniel Killinger, president of National Real Estate Development in a surprise visit April 22. The company has expressed interest in purchasing the property the homes exist on from the current owner, Altman Management Company.

The activists handed a letter to Killinger that explained any decision to displace over 68 families, including many children, elderly and disabled residents, would lead to a public campaign charging that his company is “in the business of displacing low-income families for profit.”

They requested that before National Real Estate proceeds with purchasing the property, Killinger meet again with residents. After the impromptu meeting ended, participants joined a protest on the sidewalk in front of the Center City office building, alongside a banner that read “Save the UC Townhomes!”

Earlier in April, many of the same residents were repeatedly harassed using slurs, according to a UMBC employee who applied for an office visit to Altman Management in West Philadelphia. They demanded Brett Altman offer them the choice of relocating to one of his 20 other West Philadelphia properties.

Penn students disrupted a public event when University of Pennsylvania President Wendell Pritchett was speaking. Protesters won a promise from Pritchett that she would meet with Townhomes representatives to talk about what UPenn can do to help support low-income residents.

Gentrification again impacts historic ‘Black Bottom’ neighborhood

The Save the UC Townhomes Coalition website explains why they organized these protests: “UC Townhomes residents deliver notice to developer, April 22.

The UC Townhomes is a 70-unit Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) development located at 400 Market St. in the West Philadelphia neighborhood known as the Black Bottom, an historically Black neighborhood displaced in the late 1960s through the City government’s use of eminent domain to make way for what is now known as University City. The townhomes, with land bought from the city for $1 after the Rizzo administration found itself in federal court for housing discrimination in locating section 8 sites, were built, and are still owned by IBED Associates, a subsidiary of the Altman Group.

“On July 8, 2021, owner Brett Altman informed the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) that it would not renew its federal tax subsidy and would put the property up for sale on July 8, 2022. Local business reporting estimated the sale price at upwards of $100,000. “UC Townhomes tenants were given notice that they would have to move by July 8, 2022. (savetheuclownhomes.com/about/)

Poverty and redlining: hurdles to finding new homes

Their struggle is part of a larger fight by Black, Brown, and low-income Philadelphians to keep their homes in the poorest big city in the U.S., as gentrification increases. (bit.ly/3OKTAT4)

Tens of thousands of units of subsidized housing are vanishing, as developers make huge profits by displacing historically Black communities. The banks, construction and gentrification companies rehab older buildings or tear down and build larger structures of apartments or condos. Disproportionately impacting Black neighborhoods, the new homes are often not affordable, prices out of reach of previous residents.

Starting in the 1930s, banks and insurance companies refused to provide mortgages or insurance to homes in neighborhoods they claimed had “blight, high crime and neglect.” The policy came to be known as “redlining” with African Americans and immigrants populating the back-designated “red zones.”

Redlining was supposedly outlawed in 1968, but its legacy remains. In 2019, 47% of Black families in Philadelphia were homeowners compared to 48% of white families. One reason is revealed in a Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia (FRBP) study that found Black applicants are about three times more likely to have higher mortgage denials than white applicants. In 2020 Black applicants were 2.7 times more likely to be denied by lenders. (bit.ly/3yuqJ0e)

Devaluation of Black-owned property

When Black families do manage to own the property where they live, the racist housing industry undervalues their homes. According to Theresa Singleton of the FRBP, nationally, “owner-occupied homes in Black neighborhoods are under-valued by as much as $48,000 per unit, and that reflects about $16 billion in lost wealth for those homeowners.”

Kia Ghre, executive director of the Philadelphia Commission on Human Relations and Fair Housing Commission asserts, “Home appraisers are going out to a home that’s substantially the same — maybe sometimes even the same home with different owners,” she said. “When it’s owned by a white family, it was valued at ‘X’ amount and then devalued significantly when a Black family was in possession of the home.” (bit.ly/3ny9Wz9)

The inability of Black families to buy and keep homes results in a society where white families have much higher net worth than Latinx, Black or multiple race families. Federal Reserve Board studies show that the median net worth of white families was $188,200 in 2019, while the median net worth of Latinx and Black families was just $36,100 and $24,100, respectively. (bit.ly/37oEUu)

About 25% of Philadelphia’s population lives in poverty. So far, the Black Bottom — many are working but underpaid. With Pennsylvania’s minimum wage at $7.25, low-wage workers can’t even get by from their paycheck-to-paycheck jobs to afford a down payment or pay closing costs on buying a home.

UC Townhomes residents cannot afford to buy new homes and are fighting any evictions. But if they are displaced, they demand just compensation: $500,000 per family, amounting to 35% of the total sale price. That figure reflects the current prices for the most modest housing in University City.

The website explains why their demand is just: “Given the history of the land being twice stolen, once from Indigenous peoples during colonialism, and once from the Black homeowners of the Black Bottom in 1968 through eminent domain, we demand financial compensation for all residents being forced from their homes. Brett Altman’s family, having received the land for $1 and benefiting from 40 years of state and federal financial assistance in the form of tax credits and housing subsidies, now stands to sell the land for up to $100 million.”

Justice for Vivien Barrett

By Audrey Boytim

April 23 was a pleasant spring afternoon on the University of Maryland, Baltimore County (UMBC) campus. Parents of prospective students roamed the “quad” on tours; families with small children enjoyed themselves at games and rides, and several vendors engaged with the crowds. The goal? To celebrate the UMBC community and encourage prospective students to transfer now.

The last thing that the administration wanted people to hear about was the death of Transgender Student Vivien Barrett, a victim of workplace transphobia. Awareness of this tragedy is exactly what the “Justice For Vivien” campaign sought to bring.

The campaign was handed out to hundreds of parents and students on campus, reads: “UMBC Library Tech Vivien Barrett died by suicide in 2016 after abuse from her supervisor Paula Langley. [Langley] repeatedly harassed her using slurs, constant misgendering and body shaming. Despite multiple library employees filing complaints with UMBC, nothing has been done...” Barrett posted a suicide note on Facebook, in which she claimed Langley had prevented her from receiving promotions due to her status as a transgender woman and that higher ups had declared this not to be discrimination! The flyer called for a demonstration on April 28 to demand that Langley be fired.

Campaign organizer P.S. (who asked to be identified by her initials) stated “[Our long-term goal is to] restore Title IX of the civil rights infrastructure to be far stronger and more democratic, with special protection classes for trans women that show fair, informed awareness of our oppression, spread public awareness of transmisogyny, as well as of UMBC’s broader fostering of abuse.”

Justice For Vivien dedicated several hours to make this information available to all members of the campus community. Awareness seemed to spread like wildfire. When the campaign began at noon, very few people claimed to have heard about Barrett, but by 3 p.m. dozens of students, upon receiving flyers, responded “Oh yeah, I’ve heard about that. It’s terrible.”

By April 28, the winds had begun to change. An article was published in the UMBC school newspaper, “The Retriever,” about the campaign. This Workers World correspondent informed that an ex-employee was permanently banned from UMBC’s campus for interviewing with school reporters. P.S. informed me she was approached by multiple staff members attempting to stop the demonstration. The turnout for the April 28 demonstration outside the library was small. Yet the impassioned members of the community who did arrive were unwilling to let opposition, harassment and attempts at silencing their voices stop them from standing up for the rights of the LGBTQ+ workers on campus and beyond. As of this writing, administrative bodies are deliberating and planning to decide on Paula Langley’s continued employment.

It is important that all workers are aware of the special mistreatment faced by gender-oppressed workers in the working class. Trans workers are at higher risk for houselessness, harassment, workplace violence, unemploymen- t and sexual assault. The superexploitation of transgender workers to the point of death is an issue that affects all workers.

Let no one forget that this power over life and death is wielded over our whole working class. As we all must continue to demand justice when abuses do occur, working with all our trans comrades to build a world where going to one’s job is not a life-or-death risk. This campaign will be an important step in that long journey.
Death sentences delivered before trials

By Betsey Piette, Philadelphia

At least 18 people died in 2021 while in custody at the Curran-Fromhold Correctional Facility in Northeast Philadelphia — a higher death toll than at New York City’s infamous Rikers Island jail. Since convictions three times more people. Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020, a total of 29 people have died in Philadelphia jails which incarcerate around 4,300 people.

Three of the 2021 deaths were reportedly by suicide, five by homicide and 10 from drug overdose.

Around 90% of the people incarcerat- ed in this jail are awaiting trial and are not convicted of anything. Yet effec- tively, those who died were given death sentences. Officials, including Mayor Jim Kenney, have refused to seriously address mounting complaints of unsanitary conditions, lack of toilet paper, infestations, limited access to showers and phone calls and serious delays in medical care.

Prisoners have been denied access to legal counsel and are not even able to attend court dates. During the pandemic, these problems have been prolonged and corrected were denied more than an hour or two of cell time. Some people were not let out of their cells for days at a time, a violation of constitutional protection against cruel and unusual punishment.

The entire system is the equivalent of solitary confinement.

Many incarcerated people have com- plained of going days without food and sleeping on the floor for lack of beds. One man, who was due to be released, died when the sprinkler in his cell malfunctioned and flooded the cell with water. Despite the entire cell block banging on the bars and shouting for correction officers to open the doors, no one came for two hours.

(Philly.com, April 9)

Prisoners’ family members and abolitionist activists have held several protests against these condi- tions since early 2020. On Feb. 12, they organized a caravan of 50 cars, decorated with placards and yellow ribbons. Horns honking, the vehicles circled the prison sev- eral times before driving through city neighborhoods for over two hours, ending at City Hall.

There have been years of civil rights litigation over violations at the jail, with or without the knowledge of the Philadelphia officials to address the horrific conditions. Since January 2021 the city has paid over $885,000 for law- suits over staff assaults, wrongful deaths and medical negligence. In January, for the second time in seven months, the Pennsylvania Institutional Law Project succeeded in forcing Philadelphia to pay $125,000 to community bail advocates, because of the inhuman and dangerous conditions.

On April 12 in a settlement agreement in the U.S. District Court for Eastern Pennsylvania, the city pledged to pay hir- ing and retention bonuses for correctional officers. Currently only 64% of these jobs are filled, with 644 vacant positions. The prison would support a moratorium on execu- tions, a threshold that

Tear Down the Walls

Demonstrator prepares car to participate in Feb. 12 caravan protesting deadly conditions in Philadelphia jails.

By Gloria Rubac, Houston

Texas’ highest court stayed the April 27 execution of Melissa Lucio, the only Mexican woman on death row here. There was a collective sigh of relief, many tears of joy and a burden lifted from the shoulders of Lucio, her family, her attorneys and the throns of her supporters, not only in Texas but around the world.

Lucio was convicted of murdering her two-year-old daughter, Mariah, in 2007. After an abusive and hostile inter- rogation by a Texas Ranger, right after she found her daughter had died, Lucio, pregnant with twins, was tried for capital murder and sent to death row.

Lucio was a vic- tim of sexual and psychological abuse beginning at age six and continuing, as a child bride by her first husband and later by her second partner.

On April 25, with two days before she was scheduled to be lynched in the death house in Huntsville, Texas, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals issued a stay and ordered Lucio’s trial court to review four of the nine issues raised in a writ of habeas corpus.

First, if the State had not used false tes- timony, the jury likely would not have convicted; second, previously unavailable evidence would preclude her conviction; third, she is actually inno- cent; and fourth, the State suppressed favorable material evidence in violation of the Supreme Court ruling in Brady v. Maryland.

Lucio’s oldest son, John and his spouse Michelle campaigned daily for months for this stay. They were joined by many of Lucio’s siblings and children both in the Rio Grande Valley on the Texas-Mexico border and around the state.

What could happen to Lucio now? The best legal case scenario is the trial court judge could make a recommendation to the CCA for a new trial and the CCA would adopt that recommendation. It could be months or years before the trial court determines if the new evidence presented by Lucio’s attorneys should warrant a new trial, however.

“I don’t think there’s any way to pre- dict whether Lucio gets a new trial based on these four claims, said Robert Dunham, executive director of the Death Penalty Information Center, a nonprofit that takes no position on the death penalty but is critical of the way it is administered.

“But the stay of execution and the remand for consider- ation of these claims is extraordinarily signifi- cant,” Dunham added, describing the ruling this week as “an open door, a threshold that had to be crossed for Melissa Lucio to have her day in court.” (cnn.com, May 1)

Mass pressure forces stay

Neve, ever, have two-thirds of the Texas Senate and over half of the Texas House of Representatives been in support of a stay of execution for any of the 934 people executed in Texas since executions resumed in 1982. The Senate is especially notable for being for conservative “good ol’ boys’ club, known for being pro-life for unborn fetuses but not for living people.

Tirzon Schardl, Capital Habeas Unit chief federal defender for the Western District of Texas and one of Lucio’s attorneys, stated, “We know that Melissa’s children — Mariah’s brothers and sisters — and Mariah’s grandpar- ents, aunts and uncles are all relieved and grateful that Melissa’s life will not be taken by the State of Texas. And we believe the court honored Mariah’s mem- ory, because Melissa is innocent. Melissa is entitled to a new, fair trial.

“We are profoundly grateful to the hundreds of thousands of Texans and people around the U.S. and the world who advocated for Melissa, including Representatives Jeff Leach and Joe Moody, Sen. Eddie Lucio and more than 100 Texas legislators; 225 anti-domestic violence/sexual assault organizations, including the Texas Council on Family Violence, the Texas Association Against Sexual Assault, Friendship of Women and the Lone Star Justice Alliance; over 170 faith leaders, including Pastor Jesse Rincones of the Hispanic Baptist Convention of Texas; and more than 30 groups that work on behalf of Latinos, including the National Hispanic Caucus of State Legislators.”

Professor Sandra Babcock, director of the Cornell Center on the Death Penalty Worldwide and another one of Lucio’s attorneys, stated, “Melissa’s life matters. The court’s decision paves the way for Melissa to present evidence of her innocence that should have been heard by the jury that condemned her to death 14 years ago. As a survivor of childhood sex- ual abuse and intimate partner violence, and now locked away for these past 15 years, Melissa’s voice and experiences have never been valued.

“The court’s decision signals its will- ingness to finally hear Melissa’s side of the story. If the district court hears all the evidence of Melissa’s innocence and the gender bias that infected the police inves- tigation and prosecution, we are confident she will return home to her family.”

Lucio stated, “I thank God for my life… I am grateful the court has given me the chance to live and prove my innocence. Mariah is in my heart today and always. I am grateful to have more days to be a mother to my children and a grandmother to my grandchildren.”

(Innocenceproject.org, April 25)

In a startling and unexpected develop- ment this week, Texas State Representative Jeff Leach, a Republican who helped lead the fight to stop Lucio’s execution, said that he would support a moratorium on execu- tions in Texas and that other conservatives in the legislature are with him.

Activists are seeing a bit of light at the end of this racist tunnel called capi- tal punishment. One activist told Workers World, “We now have an opportunity to actually get some relief from the legisla- ture and should begin planning now for the opening session in January of 2023. Our activism must push like never before, both in the legislature and in the court of public opinion.”
Important lessons 30 years later

A Marxist Defense of the L.A. Rebellion

The following excerpts derive from a pamphlet written by Sam Marcy, the late Chairman of Workers World Party.

Los Angeles was touched off by the racist verdict in the Rodney King beating case, but it elicited sympathy and participation from other oppressed communities. Sixty-three people, the majority Black and Latino, died.

The entire pamphlet may be downloaded at workers.org/books/.

Marxism and Insurrection

May 5, 1992

The brutal suppression of the Los Angeles insurrection offers a classic example of the relationship of bourgeois democracy to the development of capitalism. This has been in light of the repressive forces amassed by the city, state and federal levels. The 42,800 police, 1,400 Marines, 1,800 Army soldiers and 1,000 federal marshals. (Associated Press, May 5)

Bourgeois sociology must leave out of consideration the fact that society is divided into exploiter and oppressed, oppressors of nationalities, the producer of national antagonisms. All this is repressed, kept foremost, if we hope to understand what the masses are the subject of history.

Democracy is a veil which hides the predatory character of the bourgeois state. It is a festival of the masses. The incidental insurrection— a revolutionary uprising.

In times when the bourgeoisie is up against the wall, when the masses have risen suddenly and unexpectedly, the bourgeoisie gets most lyrical in abjuring violence. It conjures up all sorts of lies and decrees about the unfeasibility of a few among the masses as against the orderly law-abiding many.

The Marxist view of violence flows from an altogether different concept. It first of all distinguishes between the violence of the oppressors as against the responsive violence of the masses. Just to be able to formulate it that way is a giant step forward, away from disgusting bourgeois praise for nonviolence. It never occurs to the masses to show that the masses have never made any real leap forward with the theory of nonviolence. Timidity never is made it history.

Indeed, Marxists do prefer nonviolent methods if the objectives the masses seek— freedom from oppression and exploitation— can be won by such methods. But Marxists explain the historical evolution of the class struggle, as well as the struggle of oppressed nations as against occupation.

As Marx put it, “force is the midwife to every great revolution.”

None of the great revolutions has ever occurred without being accompanied by force and violence. And it is always the oppressor— the ruling class and the oppressing nationality— that is most congenitally prone to use force as soon as the masses have raised their heads. Not the bourgeoisie, once it has tamed the proletariat at home, use force and violence through its vast military armada to more efficiently exploit and suppress the many underdeveloped nations throughout the world?

While it might seem that in Los Angeles national oppression alone is at stake, in reality it derives from the class exploitation of the African American masses dating back to the days of enslavement.

Fewer workers, more cops

How interesting that technology every day displaces labor, reducing the number of personnel.

The truth is that the development of higher and more sophisticated technology has reduced the number of workers employed in industry as well as in the services. The introduction of the computer has reduced the need for workers and has drastically reduced the number of workers in all fields.

But the opposite trend prevails in the police forces. This is an absolutely incontestable fact. At one time the police patrolled the streets on foot. Maybe they used a public telephone for communications with headquarters. Today they are equipped with sophisticated gear. They ride either on motorcycles or in police cars or helicopters. They communicate by radio.

As a result, in Los Angeles the local police and state forces were inadequate. Only because the masses were unarmed was the bourgeoisie able to confound the relationship of the masses to any form of insurrection—a revolutionary uprising.

Spontaneity and consciousness

As Marx would put it, such a rising is a festival of the masses. The incidental harm is far outweighed by the fact that she raises the level of the struggle to a higher plateau. The wounds inflicted by the gesture of darmerie will be healed. The lessons will be learned: that a spontaneous uprising has the potential of whatever means are available; that a great divide exists between the leaders and the masses.

No viable class or nation in modern capitalist society can hope to take its destiny in its own hands by spontaneous struggles alone. Spontaneity as an element of social struggle must beget its own opposite: leadership and organization. Consciousness of this will inevitably grow.
Village. The hospital was torn down to build elite housing for the superrich. At this final stop, Sanchez and McIrawn used bats to break a piñata representing Schultz’s face—to the cheers of everyone.

On May 2, migrant workers from the Laundry Workers Center along with supporters organized a 6:30 a.m. action at a Brooklyn construction site to demand safe working conditions. They formed a human chain surrounding the ear of a construction manager who refused to accept a letter of demands from the workers.

Workers uniting in the East

The National Labor Relations Board reported that union election petitions were up 57% in the first half of the 2022 fiscal year compared with the year before—with Starbucks Workers United organizing what began at the Buffalo, New York, Elmwood store, driving a lot of the action. Starbucks union election petitions account for nearly a quarter of all petitions filed since this January! To celebrate on May 1, activists and organizers braided the rain and wind at Martin Luther King Jr. Park. Attendees were treated to a cookout, and many received free training in Spiralling with Spiral Q.

The day’s staple was “Bread and roses”—a staple of political education. But what does it mean? “Bread and roses” are staples of the working class, but the global pan machine that takes them away just have to use it. A first step to take this power in our hands; we just have to use it. A first step to take —a massive worker-led action to take back our community and demand: Stop the exploitation! Stop the union busting! Stop the gentrification!”

Radio and Machine Workers (UE) Local 150, NC Public Service Workers Union, National Domestic Workers Alliance, Carolina Amazones United for Solidarity and Environmental Justice (CAUSE), N.C. Poor People’s Campaign, Workers World Party-Durham and the N.C. Green Party.

West Coast solidarity

May Day in the Bay Area focused on local labor struggles and beyond, to raise up the power of the community and the support of workers fighting for union recognition. During a San Francisco march that retraced the footsteps of the 1934 general strike, sparked by the International Longshore and Warehouse Union, Trent Willis, past president of ILWU Local 10, said it was time to do more than “rematch” the general strike.

He spoke of the growing unity between teachers in the Oakland Education Association and the Longshore and Warehouse workers at the ports, joined in opposition to privatization and greed. He stated the time might be right for another general strike. Willis upheld the example of the Oakland, California, one-day solidarity strike between teachers and longshore workers April 29.

B.K. White, a striking Chevron worker and member of Steelworkers Local 5, expressed solidarity with the Starbucks workers, teachers in Oakland and the ILWU. Workers at the Chevron refinery in Richmond, California, have been on strike since March 24 for a better contract.

An appeal to the labor movement to redouble efforts to free Mumia Abu-Jamal, Leonard Peltier and all political prisoners was given by Angela Davis—lifetime activist, scholar and honorary member of ILWU Local 10.

In an action called by the Portland, Oregon, May Day Coalition, hundreds filled downtown with support for migrants and workers of the world. With proud banners and chants that echoed through the streets, people decry that they are sick of capitalist exploitation.

Marchers went to Bank of America Tower to link up with Starbucks, Amazon and postal workers who marched to the Justice Center to support migrant and anti-imperialist struggles.

At the final stop at Portland State University, Maddi Johnson of Workers World Party gave a fiery speech on the need for radical organization: “Workers have all this power in our hands; we just have to use it. A first step is organizing and strengthening unions and forming Workers Assemblies—councils that unite workers across workplaces. Our strength is in our numbers, and every time we join together, that strength multiplies. The workers’ movement marched internationally on May Day know where we stand. We know what suffering the capitalist system guarantees—and we know what we must do to move beyond.”

Contributing to this article were Olujimi Alade, Sara Flounders, Judy Greenspan, Martha Greer, Maddi Johnson, Ryan Lockwood, Monica Moorehead, Beata Piette, Susan Schnur and Workers World Party-Durham bureau.
City Feed workers united

By Mairead Skehan Gillis

City Feed Unite experienced energizing labor and community solidarity at their first union rally in Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts, April 24. The rally took place down the street from City Feed and Supply, a local high-end grocery store and cafe with two locations and approximately 40 employees. City Feed sells “fair-trade” products and union-made merchandise but has not yet welcomed a union of their own workers.

City Feed has joined the wave of baristas filing for unions in the past year. From Starbucks to Pavement to Darwin’s Coffee, workers are demanding a seat at the bargaining table. City Feed has organized under the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW). The IWW was called in response to the owners’ refusal to voluntarily recognize the union two weeks prior, despite the outpouring of support and excitement from customers, local residents, and union organizers across the city.

According to CU organizer Emery Spooner who opened the rally, the demands of the union include “health care for each and every worker, so we can afford to go to the doctor, guaranteed paid sick time if we are infected with COVID-19, a workplace that is consistent and transparent [around wages] and basic dignity and respect on the job.”

CU announced the formation of their own union, while gaining immense inspiration from the thousands of Amazon and Starbucks workers organizing against inadequate benefits and treatment by their billionaire bosses. They assert that small-business employees should be guaranteed the right to “agency and self determination over working conditions and our overall well-being.”

Worker and community power shut down Oakland

By Judy Greenspan

Oakland, California

Despite threats of retaliation from officials in the Oakland Unified School District and the Port of Oakland, teachers, longshore workers and the community went on strike on April 29. They shut down public schools and the port for the entire day to protest school closures and the pending sale of Howard Terminal to the Oakland Athletics baseball team. Solidarity built the day’s actions and made them happen.

The state Public Employment Relations Board denied a last-minute request for an injunction sought by OUSD. So at 6:30 a.m. April 29, picket lines were set up at every Oakland public school. This reporter joined the picketers at United for Success Academy, where not one student came to school or crossed the line.

Teachers and other school staff reported similar experiences. Sibling unions representing custodians and office staff told their counterparts that they would not face retaliation for engaging in a sympathy strike.

After taking a membership vote, the Oakland Education Association called the one-day strike to support its Unfair Labor Practices claim against OUSD for ordering the closure of up to 11 schools over the next two years without soliciting community or labor input. Many family members of students and community supporters walked the picket line in the morning at two of the schools slated for closure, La Escuelita Middle School and Parker Elementary School.

Schools and labor vs. privatization

The day opened with a rally at the Port of Oakland at which teachers, students, parents and community members addressed the audience. After the morning picket, OEA called for a family friendly “block party” at the Lake Merritt Amphitheater. There, people made signs, listened to music, ate lunch and prepared for the rest of the day.

At 1 p.m., SLAP members and OEA teachers led the group to Oscar Grant Plaza for a community rally, which was joined by ILWU members after their May Day union meeting in San Francisco.

Hundreds of people filled the plaza in front of City Hall. As marchers entered the plaza, they were greeted by chants of “Demi, an Oakland elementary school student and daughter of Misty Cross, an activist with Mothers for Housing.

Speakers included Moses Omolade, an education worker from Westlake Middle School, who went on a hunger strike when the school closures were first announced. Parents of students impacted by the closures and cuts in services addressed the rally. These included Max Orozco, whose child attends La Escuelita, and Kristin Molina, a mother of children with special needs. Isaac Murillo, an eighth-grade student from La Escuelita also spoke.

Trent Willis, past president of ILWU Local 10, spoke on behalf of his local and Longshore and Warehouse workers in Locals 6 and 34. He told of the united fight of the teachers and the longshore workers against the gentrifiers like John Fisher, the owner of the Oakland Athletics, and the charter school companies. Willis told the crowd that we are here to fight for the public resources. He stressed: “Public resources are meant for the public, not for the billionaires!”

OEA President Keith Brown stated: “When we fight, we win!” HE talked about the struggle of the teachers and the Oakland community against the racist closure of schools in Oakland’s Black and Brown communities.

The crowd then marched down Broadway to the empty offices of the OUSD. Since the beginning of the pandemic, its staff has been working virtually. The school district claims it has no money! A unified march of longshore workers including the ILWU Local 10 Drill Team, OEA teachers and residents of Oakland occupied the street in front of the school district’s building and continued their rally. A local community activist facilitated the painting of a mural, on which was written: “Save the schools! Save the port!”

This was a strong act of solidarity after a long day of picketing and marching. ILWU contracts contain language supporting their members against crossing picket lines.

The writer is a proud member of the Oakland Education Association and a union representative for the Oakland substitute teachers.

Painters union charges wage theft on KSU campus

By Dianne Mathiowetz

Kennesaw, Georgia

Kennesaw State University students, faculty and staff, AFL-CIO representatives; elected officials; a delegation from the Georgia Latino Alliance for Human Rights; and others answered the call of IUPAT District 6, the International Union of Painters and Allied Trades to denounce the illegal and racist practices of AEI Painting company, April 28.

University officials went ahead and contracted this business to do the painting of a new housing building on campus, despite having provided a written complaint of its mis-treatment of its workers.

AEI misclassified immigrant workers, in particular, as contract employees or 1099 independent contractors. As such they receive no overtime pay, even if they are working 60 plus hours a week. They are not eligible for worker’s compensation if hurt on the job or for unemployment. If they complain, they are intimidated by threats of calling ICE.

Declaring the rally a success, the Painters’ union promised to return again to demand justice for these workers. □

First union rally for City Feed Unite in Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts, April 24.
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By Demi, an Oakland elementary school student and daughter of Misty Cross, an activist with Mothers for Housing.

Speakers included Moses Omolade, an education worker from Westlake Middle School, who went on a hunger strike when the school closures were first announced. Parents of students impacted by the closures and cuts in services addressed the rally. These included Max Orozco, whose child attends La Escuelita, and Kristin Molina, a mother of children with special needs. Isaac Murillo, an eighth-grade student from La Escuelita also spoke.

‘Public resources for people, not billionaires’

Trent Willis, past president of ILWU Local 10, spoke on behalf of his local and Longshore and Warehouse workers in Locals 6 and 34. He told of the united fight of the teachers and the longshore workers against the gentrifiers like John Fisher, the owner of the Oakland Athletics, and the charter school companies. Willis told the crowd that we are here to fight for the public resources. He stressed: “Public resources are meant for the public, not for the billionaires!”

OEA President Keith Brown stated: “When we fight, we win!” HE talked about the struggle of the teachers and the Oakland community against the racist closure of schools in Oakland’s Black and Brown communities.

The crowd then marched down Broadway to the empty offices of the OUSD. Since the beginning of the pandemic, its staff has been working virtually. The school district claims it has no money! A unified march of longshore workers including the ILWU Local 10 Drill Team, OEA teachers and residents of Oakland occupied the street in front of the school district’s building and continued their rally. A local community activist facilitated the painting of a mural, on which was written: “Save the schools! Save the port!”

This was a strong act of solidarity after a long day of picketing and marching. ILWU contracts contain language supporting their members against crossing picket lines.

‘Oakland is not for sale!’

Members of the Arab Resource and Organizing Center and the Palestinian Youth Movement and Filipino activists from Gabriela stepped forward to lead picket lines at the gates of the port. Striking teachers led chants and kept the lines going. The purpose of this final act was to send a strong message to the forces of gentrification and privatization that “Oakland is not for sale!” At 7:45 p.m., the port arbitrators officially shut down the second shift of longshore workers. This was a strong act of solidarity after a long day of picketing and marching. ILWU contracts contain language supporting their members against crossing picket lines.
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‘Oakland is not for sale!’

Members of the Arab Resource and Organizing Center and the Palestinian Youth Movement and Filipino activists from Gabriela stepped forward to lead picket lines at the gates of the port. Striking teachers led chants and kept the lines going. The purpose of this final act was to send a strong message to the forces of gentrification and privatization that “Oakland is not for sale!” At 7:45 p.m., the port arbitrators officially shut down the second shift of longshore workers. This was a strong act of solidarity after a long day of picketing and marching. ILWU contracts contain language supporting their members against crossing picket lines.
Webinar builds Workers Summit of the Americas

The Tijuana Workers Summit of the Americas is scheduled for June 10-12. Organizers held a April 29 webinar to promote the Summit, which included the speakers below.

Steve Kirschbaum, Vice President, Steelworkers (USW) Local 8751, Boston School Bus Drivers:

We are honored to be a part of this timely and historic launch for this Workers Summit, a class answer to the summit of the thieves.

Our union, since we founded it 48 years ago, has always felt that an injury to one is an injury to all. It’s a global concept: internationalism.

Our enemy is a common enemy. We were prepared to work with many of you around the question of freedom for Alex Saab, the Venezuelan diplomat. In violation of every international law, U.S. imperialist forces kidnap him and have held him to this day. So we are aware and have fought against these criminal sanctions that wrongly target the people.

We stand with our Cuban sisters and the Venezuelans.

U.S. imperialism has many weapons in its arsenal and tries to appeal to potential leaders. They will invade countries. They will do regime change. We believe that the answer to all of this is to globalize solidarity.

So what are we planning to do? In Tijuana are an important step toward building solidarity in action, to be able to show it to our enemies, those who wish to eliminate all that is progressive—which we believe the workers’ movement has snatched from the grip of imperialism. That’s what Cuba is.

That’s what Venezuela is.

We look forward to doing all that we can to make the summit successful and deepen the organizational roots of solidarity.

Alison Bodine, The Fire this Time

Greetings and solidarity from The Fire this Time, a movement for social justice in Canada. It’s really an honor to be here this afternoon with our co-fighters from across the Americas, planning for the Workers Summit of the Americas, and with PCOA, the Anti-Imperialist Worker’s Platform. The Workers Summit of the Americas is being organized “Better” just as “The Democracy of the Americas,” called by U.S. President Joe Biden in Los Angeles June 6-10.

The Summit of the Americas is not in any way an expression of the peoples of the Americas. The voices of Cuba, Venezuela and Nicaragua are being excluded. We are aware that the world is being divided, working and oppressed people across the Americas, suffering under the boot of U.S. imperialism at home and abroad. Now more than ever, we must work together to build a united front against U.S. imperialism, against U.S. sanctions and blockades, against U.S. military bases and the expansion of NATO into Latin America and the Caribbean, while also building the fight against all forms of U.S. imperialism, including racism, sexism and patriarchy in all its forms in the United States or Canada.

The [Canadian] government is complicit in U.S.-led wars and sanctions against people in Latin America, the Caribbean and around the world. For example, the recent elections which took place in Venezuela and Nicaragua from transparent democratic elections that I was honored to be able to observe on the ground, were both denounced as undemocratic by the Government of Canada. The Government of Canada has also participated in the assaults on Latin American countries through sanctions on Nicaragua, Venezuela and supported

Biden, Pelosi, Austin declare war on Russia

Continued from page 1

world: “We want to see Russia weaken.” The April 25 New York Times wrote that this implies “that the United States wants to weaken Russia.”

According to the April 28 Times, “Biden signaled a vast increase in America’s commitment to creating Russia in Ukraine on April 28” as he asked Congress to authorize $33 billion for more artillery, antiaircraft weapons and other hardware.

The U.S. this year “will spend some $46.6 billion for the Ukrainian war, which represents more than two-thirds of Russia’s entire annual defense budget of $65.9 billion” and more than what Russia spent each year during its occupation of Afghanistan.

Washington and its NATO partners continue to pour weapons into Ukraine to use Ukrainians to fire at and kill Russian soldiers. Some artillery and rocket shells have already been fired into Russian territory.

Pelosi in Kiev

On April 30, Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi met with Volodymyr Zelensky, an actor and comedian whose current role is as Ukraine’s president. The next day Pelosi repurposed Austin’s statement at a news conference in Poland: “America stands with Ukraine. We stand with Ukraine until victory is won. And we stand with NATO.” (NY Times, May 1)

Biden, Pelosi and Austin can anticipate support for U.S. aggression from the Senate Republicans, who vetoed any of Biden’s popular promises for COVID-19 aid, reduction of student loans or the “Build Back Better” plan. “The Democratic record is to abandon campaign promises without a fight.”

The Democratic Party and the Republican Party’s leadership support war against Russia. That Republicans in the Senate will continue to find fault with Biden’s conduct of the war has nothing in common with real opposition to the war program. Real opposition must arise outside the war parties.

Another, “unofficial” agency of U.S. intervention in Ukraine is the “Interagency Legion” of foreign fighters integrated into the Ukrainian army. The May 1 Times described Malcolm Nance, a 20-year vet eran of U.S. Navy intelligence, as “the public face of the legion in Ukraine.” After his retirement and 9/11, Nance was active as “an intelligence and security contractor in Iraq, Afghanistan, the UAE and North Africa.”

Nance has also written books on counterterrorism, mostly about al-Qaida and the Islamic State groups, and about alleged ties between Russian President Vladimir Putin and former U.S. President Donald Trump. It is unclear if Nance’s role after he left the Navy has been mer cenary—or official, but disguised.

All elements of the U.S. imperialist state—military, intelligence and admin istrative—are lined up to use Ukraine as a battering ram against Russia and to use the Ukrainians as cannon fodder. And while no NATO or U.S. forces have officially entered the war, the U.S. is sending 8,000 additional U.S. troops to Europe and an unknown number of contractors, that are, mercenaries. Some are in Germany training Ukrainians to use advanced weapons.

West Europe submits to U.S., resistance begins

Biden said April 28 that he would demand more military aid for Ukraine from other NATO powers. The first reactions from the European imperialist ruling class and its representatives in the governments of Britain, France, Germany, Italy, Spain and the smaller Western European states have been to line up behind the U.S. war, sending weapons to Ukraine and increasing their military budgets.

To stay on Washington’s side regarding sanctions against Russia, these policies in Western European regimes have to sac rifice the extensive trade relations they have with Russia and look for alternatives to less expensive Russian oil and gas. German industry has been depen dent on Russian gas for some time. Some official voices have been heard in Western Europe differing with the goal of changing the Russian government, that is, deposting Putin, but no ruling-class forces have dared to challenge the U.S. head-on.

Similar to the mass reaction in the U.S., the West European anti-war movement was stunned by the outbreak of the war and swamped by the avalanche of anti-Russian propaganda. This movement is now begin ning to mobilize against what they see as the dangerous threat of a nuclear war.

Workers in Italy and Greece have inter fered with arms shipments to Ukraine. Spanish anti-imperialists have called a demonstration for May 7 in Madrid at the U.S. Embassy. In Vienna, Austria, people held a demonstration demanding the country maintain its neutrality.

A NATO Summit is scheduled for the end of May in Madrid. There will be a gath ering of the warmakers and is the obvious place for a massive antivair action, which anti-imperialist groups have begun to plan. Among the Spanish regime has already allocated over $30 million to repress. [1]

Free PDF download available at workers.org/books
Germany enters war following Washington’s Ramstein program

By Sevim Dagdelen

The author is chairperson of the parliamentary group of Die Linke (The Left Party) in the Foreign Affairs Committee of the German Bundestag [German parliament] and its spokesperson for international politics and disarmament. Ramstein is the U.S. Air Base in Germany’s south-western region. These two are articles published in Junge Welt, April 27 and April 29, respectively. Translation: John Catula

April 27 — The war in Ukraine is now about all weapons, weapons, weapons. More weapons and heavier weapons. Every taboo of the post-war period is falling. Diplomacy has been written off. As a German militarist in the wake of U.S. militarism is the benchmark of this German government. While U.N. Secretary General Antonio Guterres is in Moscow promoting a quick ceasefire and an end to the war, NATO members are pushing for the military pact to wage war against Russia. The Ukrainian soldiers are only a means to an end. Meanwhile, the goal has become taking the war to Russia.

Ramstein means war

NATO is concerned with victory and nothing else. To this end, Washington has convened a special meeting of weapons representatives at the U.S. airbase in Ramstein in Rhineland-Palatinate.

Instead of supporting Guterres and regarding Ukraine an occupied war council on German soil as a calculated political affront to [Germany’s] democratic sovereignty, the [Social Democrats] SPD/Green government has sent Defense Minister Christine Lambrecht to participate and has announced that it is going full steam ahead. The government of the SPD, the Greens and the [Free Democrats] FDP is now delivering German tanks to the East as demanded. Until victory. There must be no limitations.

The Ukrainian ambassador and neo-Nazi activist Andrij Melynik has finally asserted himself at Chancellor Olaf Scholz’s cabinet’s table. There is no doubt that German weapons end up going to right-wing extremist battalions integrated into the Russian army. The President and Ukrainian army and no one in the German government shows any concern.

“Cheetah,” “Marten,” “Puma,” “Fox,” “Brown Leopards” — what reads like the harmless listing in “Grzimek’s Animal Life Encyclopedia” threatens to become the program for expanding the Ukraine conflict into a third world war against the nuclear power Russia. By supplying heavy weapons, Germany and NATO are making themselves a direct party to the war.

Militarism challenges our resistance

The situation is red-hot. And the U.S. administration is throwing gasoline on the fire, by which the German government then warms itself. Pentagon chief Lloyd Austin announced in Ramstein that Washington will move “heaven and earth” to arm Ukraine for further war. And British Secretary of State for Defense James Heappey tells Kiev that it is legitimate to attack Russia with British weapons and carry out strikes on its territory. Lambrecht contributes the German tanks that will be used to win the war of attrition. Ramstein is the symbol of a NATO war program. The winners have already been determined: the arms manufacturers.

Lambrecht contributes the German tanks that will be used to win the war of attrition. Ramstein is the symbol of a NATO war program. The winners have already been determined: the arms manufacturers. Lamblech contributes the German tanks that will be used to win the war of attrition.

It is no time to be duped by war propaganda. The new militarism challenges our resistance.

Germany enters war (de facto)

April 29. On April 28, 2022, the Bundestag [German parliament] decided that Germany would de facto enter into war with Russia. With a motion, the Christian Democratic Union (CDU), Social Democrats (SPD), Free Democrats (FDP) and Greens constituted themselves as a war coalition.

The objections that Chancellor Olaf Scholz had raised only 72 hours earlier in opposition to the delivery of heavy weapons, that they increased the danger of a third world war, were ignored. In the motion of the war coalition, the delivery of heavy weapons to Ukraine is virtually invoked as a cure-all.

In addition to the commitment to the rearmament fund of 100 billion euros, the additional commitment to a further annual increase in the military budget to more than 70 billion euros was fixed. (1 euro = $1.05, April 29)

In speeches, numerous members of this Alliance for the Ukraine War, led by the chairman of the CDU/CSU parliamentary group, Friedrich Merz, promoted the goal of a military victory for Ukraine, which they said Germany must support unconditionally.

This break with all the military taboos that grew out of the defeat of German fascism in 1945, and the consequences, were somewhat alarming to the deputies. In a kind of defensive magic spell, the proposal is clear that it is legitimate to attack Russia with British weapons and carry out strikes on its territories.

But the delivery of ever more and ever heavier weapons and the call for a victorious peace against Russia make these incantations seem extremely questionable. These people remind us of some one who draws a square, but writes in the accompanying text to the drawing that the viewer should see a circle here.

Surreal and dangerous

In addition to the de facto entry into the war via the delivery of heavy weapons and training of Ukrainian soldiers to use them, they have put in the foreground the unconditional will of a total economic war against Russia. In the process, the battle line is being increasingly expanded. China is openly threatened with being caught in the West’s crosshairs if Beijing tries to undermine Western sanctions against Russia. Language can be treacherous in this regard. In neocolonial fashion, the motion says the German government must “empathically communicate to the People’s Republic of China the expectations of Germany and the European Union.”

Respect for the U.N. Charter — all gone. The war coalition is openly threatening. Its language is one of violence and threats. Russia is to be pushed to the wall, even if this means a world economic war even against China.

The problem of this new German militarism remains the reactualization of the German population, the majority of which rejects the delivery of heavy weapons and, accordingly, to a survey in “The Spiegel,” the majority of which has no desire to starve and freeze for war. This attitude must be expanded to fight the war coalition’s entry into the war.

South Bronx in solidarity with Palestine

By Richie Merino

The following remarks were given by International Action Center activist Richie Merino at the Al Quds demonstration in New York City, April 29.

Revolutionary greetings. I’m a proud Chicano from the South Bronx, and our community stands in strong solidarity with, and looks up to, the Palestinian resistance for inspiration. The Palestinian struggle against the Zionist settler-colonial project known as Israel is inextricably linked with the struggle waged in the South Bronx against gentrification and police violence.

The New York Police Department and Israeli Defense Forces are both tools of white supremacists. The Israeli Defense Forces are a permanent, ongoing militarized force in Palestine, in the same way that the NYPD is a permanent, occupying militarized force in Black/Brown/immi-gnate community like the South Bronx. U.S. politicians, especially Democrats, have granted local police departments the power to obtain U.S. military weapons, defense gear and surveillance technolo-gy through the Department of Defense’s 1033 program, which has transferred bil-lions of dollars in weapons to the NYPD and other police departments since its inception in the 1990s.

One out of every three U.S. largest weapons importers, having purchased tens of billions of dollars in military equipment since 1990.

We know what the racist state of Israel does with U.S.-made weaponry. These weapons are used to surveil revolution-ary activists from occupied Palestine to the South Bronx and crush any dissent against Western imperialism. They are used to attack innocent worshippers at Al-Aqsa mosque, including mothers and children; and they target, kill or imprison Palestinians resisting Zionist settler colonialism.

The NYPD trains with and exchanges tactics in violence and oppression with Israel. Who knew that the NYPD has a saturation force in Palestine?

Racial profiling and “crowd control” tactics utilized by the NYPD against people of the South Bronx are learned from IDF’s suppression tactics in occupied Palestine.

Understanding that both the U.S. and Israel are white-supremacist, settler-colonial projects, whose found-ing were predicated on genocide and stealing land, explains why both rely on exploitation, violence, subjugation and mass incarceration to keep their project going. Gaza is the world’s largest open-air prison.

The European settlers we learned about in our his-tory classes are not a stain of the past — they still exist today, carrying out the same white-supremacist colonial project of the 1800s, when European settlers weaponized religion to commit genocide against Indigenous peoples as they colonized the Americas. This “Manifest Destiny” still exists today. Imperialists want to displace and colo-nize Indigenous Palestinians just like they want to displace and colonize my neighbors in the South Bronx.

This “manifest colonialism” is a zero-sum game, and the end goal of the settler is to completely exterminate the Indigenous population and replace it with a European-dominated society.

For the survival of collective humanity and the planet, we cannot allow uncon-trolled power to remain in the hands of colonizers.

The South Bronx stands in solidarity with the Palestinian resistance, because our common enemies are capitalism, imperialism and white supremacy. Our loyalty should always be with oppressed peoples struggling against the U.S. empire and their puppet states like Israel. Strength and victory to the resistance! Palestine will be free from the river to the sea!
Is the ‘recovery’ stalling?

Few tears were shed when Amazon announced April 28 that it lost $3.8 billion in the first quarter of 2022. This was the first loss it reported since 2015, and compared to a whopping $81.1 billion in profits in the first quarter of 2021. The news did provoke a response on Wall Street as Amazon stock fell 10%.

There are other signs that the so-called economic recovery is sputtering, including the unexpected report that the gross domestic product fell 1.4% in the first three months of 2022, following a robust growth of 5.7% in 2021. Economists admit the second-half growth was fueled less by consumer spending than by the need to replenish depleted inventories.

Washington’s massive COVID-19 stimulus bills gave consumer spending a shot in the arm—but for how long? Those funds are drying up.

The contradiction is that, with inflation at 8%, the Federal Reserve Bank is raising interest rates to further slow the economy and, hopefully, get prices under control.

GDP and other economic fluctuations point to the inherent instability of capitalism.

What’s at stake for workers?

The working class has no reason to share in the exploiters’ glee when profit taking goes up. It doesn’t trickle down! But these trends matter to workers, because a recession means a loss of jobs. Then workers become more responsive to violence before choosing to shoot anyone.

Studies of U.S. mental health services find over 50% of the population seeking mental health services at some point in the world. Mental health providers themselves have very little access to auxiliary services, such as residential treatment centers, halfway houses or other centers that have the “Great Resignation” and the purported labor shortage might be ending. If that happens it could be harder for workers to leverage demands for wages that keep up with inflation.

Typically a company like Amazon—or even a unionized company like General Motors—will take advantage of any negative economic news to justify an attack on the workers. Pay cuts (including elimination of “hero pay”), benefit cuts, less paid time off, speedups, outsourcing and downsizing are all in the capitalists’ book of dirty tricks. Then when there’s a return to profitability, workers have to get to back what they gave up.

When Amazon workers in Staten Island try to negotiate a good first contract, the company might likely start off with, “Well, you know, we lost a lot of money in the first quarter.”

Think tank economists stumble

Capitalist economists cannot explain the built-in contradictions of the system they uphold. For example, Ian Shugart, a capital economist at Pantheon Macroeconomics, wrote, “This is noise; not signal. The economy is not falling into recession.” (cnbc.com) This kind of optimism precedes every recession and can be heard again before a recession becomes a depression.

But as class antagonisms sharpen, class consciousness rises and our class can smell the stench of capitalist decay the whole system is rotten to the core!

That is the class truth that bourgeois economists dare to ignore. Because when workers become conscious, they begin to organize, and unions are the most elemental expression of class awareness. Workers at Amazon and Starbucks—whose profits have fallen below expectations recently—are leading the way.

Fortunately in the 19th century, there was a true economist whose scientific theories still best explain the irreconcilable contradiction between labor and capital. He pointed out that profit is the “surplus value” the working class creates for the owning class. Part of the working day is spent working for wages, while the other part is spent generating wealth.

The birthday of that economist is May 5, 1818. Red salute to Karl Marx! ☑️

Letter to the editor

Prioritizing human needs

By Sylvia Brown

In a New Yorker article about the man who recently shot up a subway car in Brooklyn, it was mentioned that “it is hard to know whether increased police visibility would have deterred the kind of assault that the shooter allegedly carried out. Better mental health services may well have, though.”

The same article included a study showing that people demonstrating signs of disturbance, but not hospitalized, and instead have mandated psychiatric care, are much less likely to be hospitalized later and are arrested less. However, at the same time mental health services of any kind are increasing harder to come by in the U.S.

The only recommendation most local governments make is to increase the number of police. Yet many times, in the statistics about shooting deaths, the police are the shooters. More shoot gun control as a solution, along with background checks to buy firearms. But statistics show that many mass shooters get guns anyway. In hindsight, before shooting anybody, most mass shooters displayed danger signals including verbal diatribes against police, and sometimes family members—part of the same group. But what if they had talked to someone more empathetic and less responsive to violence before choosing to shoot anyone?

According to statistics, in 2020 57.2% of adults with a mental illness received no treatment in the U.S. The state ratio of mental health workforce in the U.S. to the people needing help ranges from 180:1 in Massachusetts to 2,000:1 in Alabama.

The need for adequate mental health care is clearly not met anywhere in the U.S.

For a country whose main export is weaponry, the solution to most problems is more weapons. Need satisfaction has nothing to do with it. Not surprisingly, the rate of gun crimes per 100 people in the U.S. is the highest rate of all the countries in the world.

The only solution to the problem of gun crime in the U.S. is to change our orientation from profit to the satisfaction of human needs. ☑️

May Day means internationalism

Support Workers World!

May Day means internationalism


May 1 is International Workers’ Day. Although officially commemorated in 80 countries, it is not recognized in the U.S., where it originated in 1886 in Chicago during the struggle for the eight-hour workday. Its militant legacy is marked by protests by the global working class against capitalist exploiters. It is a day of solidarity with workers everywhere.

The class struggle is alive in the U.S., as shown by the hundreds of strikes in the last year. Workers arresting in hospitals, schools, factories, coal mines, stores and eateries. Workers World applauds the successful worker-led union drive at a Staten Island Amazon facility and at about 30 Starbucks stores, with organizing drives at 220 or more eateries. These victories have spurred more worker organizing around the country.

WW newspaper is partisan. We side with workers fighting for their rights. Their struggles are featured on our pages and in our bi-weekly column “On the Picket Line.” Not only does WW write about worker organizing, but our staff members join rallies and picket lines.

On this May Day, WW supports all workers, organized and unorganized. We express solidarity with the millions of workers, especially Black, Latinx, Indigenous, immigrants, women, other gender-oppressed people and those who are disabled, low-wage earners, jobless or incarcerated.

WW agrees with May Day’s socialist founders: End capitalism! Fight for socialism now! Your help is needed!

If you appreciate our coverage, it’s time to join the Workers World Supporter Program or renew your membership. It was established 45 years ago and readers could help WW publish anti-racist, working-class truth and build campaigns needed to fight for revolutionary change leading to socialism.

Since the early 1990s, the fund has helped sponsor the workers.org website. Throughout the pandemic when fewer print issues have been produced due to staff health concerns, new articles have been posted daily at workers.org, where the weekly newspaper’s PDF has been displayed. Not one online issue has been skipped throughout this two-year health crisis.

For a donation of $60, $120 or $300 a year, you receive a WW newspaper subscription and one, two or three free subscriptions for friends, depending on donation. Read a free download of “What Road to Socialism?”, published in 2020, at workers.org/books. Notify us if you want a paperback book.

Write checks (either monthly or annually) to Workers World and mail them, with your name and address, to Workers World, 147 W. 24th St., 2nd Floor, New York, NY 10011. Put “Support Program” in the memo line. Or donate online at workers.org/donate/. ☑️

With Gerardo Hernández of the Cuban 5 for May Day

By Bill Sacks

Greetings from Cuba. I am meeting with Gerardo Hernández of the Cuban 5 today. When he was asked about his time in prison, he told the international Brigadistas that one of the ways he had earned the respect of the other prisoners was by sharing his Workers World with them. When I brought him the latest issue he was so happy to see and insisted on a picture with the paper.

More later. On to May Day! ☑️
SCOTUS rules to exclude Puerto Ricans from SSI

By Richard Merino

The U.S. Supreme Court has upheld a federal law that denies disability benefits to U.S. citizens living in Puerto Rico. In an 8-1 ruling, April 21, the court agreed with the Biden administration’s argument that the federal government has the right to exclude residents of Puerto Rico from Supplemental Security Income (SSI), a monthly cash payment for low-income elderly, blind or disabled people. The law that established SSI, passed in 1972, granted eligibility only to residents of the 50 states and the District of Columbia and excluded Puerto Rico. The Supreme Court’s decision reversed lower court rulings that sided with José Luis Vello-Madero, a U.S. citizen born in Puerto Rico, who began collecting SSI benefits while living in New York after he developed debilitating health issues. His benefits were cut off, after the government determined he moved back to Puerto Rico, and the U.S. sued to recover roughly $28,000 in SSI benefits he received while living there.

The Supreme Court’s racist and discriminatory ruling against Puerto Ricans came just one week before the Biden administration announced a $73 billion aid package to Ukraine, which includes pensions and other social aid payments to Ukrainian citizens. Had the court ruled in Vello-Madero’s favor, more than 300,000 Puerto Rico residents would have become eligible at an estimated cost of the U.S. government of $2 billion annually. Despite being U.S. citizens and paying U.S. taxes, the people of Puerto Rico have never been granted the same rights as U.S. citizens living on the mainland, and they have suffered under the colonial yoke imposed by the United States since its invasion in 1898. The Supreme Court’s ruling comes at a time of rising inflation in Puerto Rico, with medicines becoming unaffordable to seniors and people with disabilities. Some cities and towns, such as Viesques, still lack a local hospital after Hurricane María destroyed vital infrastructure in 2017.

The people of Puerto Rico have the right to sovereignty and self-determination. Only with total independence from U.S. colonial rule, including freedom from debt traps and privatization schemes, can the people of Puerto Rico advance toward a society with a fairer future. The movement to free Puerto Rico from U.S. imperialism urgently needs international solidarity.

Abolish the racist U.S. Supreme Court! U.S. out of Puerto Rico! Cancel the debt! Free Puerto Rico now with reparations!

Housing is a human right!

By G. Dunkel

It was a spirited rally in City Hall Park, April 28 which expressed the anxiety that hundreds of thousands of New Yorkers are feeling about their homes and caught the attention of the press. The rally called by Community Action for Safe Apartments featured Chinese, Spanish and English speakers, and it was militant. Nearly a million apartments in New York City are covered by rent stabilization, which means their landlords are limited in raising the rent when the lease expires. This is the largest concentration of stabilized rental units in the United States.

The Rent Guideline Board (RGB), nine people appointed by the mayor, sets the rates. For the past three decades, they have ranged from 0% to 1.5% for a one-year lease and no more than 2.5% for a two-year lease. The RGB currently is considering raising the rates by 4.5% for a one-year and slightly less than 5% for a two-year.

There are at least 190,000 eviction cases in NYC courts, which are backed up because of moratoriums imposed while COVID-19 was raging. It’s clear that the sharp increase in rent proposed by the RGB will drastically increase the number of evictions.

The RGB will make its final decision by the middle of June. The struggle is not over, and it definitely will grow.

Tenants, with signs against Mayor Eric Adams, rally against spikes in stabilized rent in New York City, April 28.

Mundo obrero

¿Se acaba la hegemonia del dólar estadounidense?

Por Mumia Abu-Jamal

Vinieron a Estados Unidos para escapar las guerras interétnicas en la RDC, la República Democrática del Congo en África Central. Como muchos otros refugiados, pensaron que ‘América’ era la tierra de paz. Los integrantes de la familia Lyoya se asentaron en Grand Rapids, Michigan y empezaron a vivir sus vidas de la misma manera que refugiados lo han hecho durante generaciones. Pero algo tan sencillo como un incidente de tránsito reveló los límites de la tierra de paz.

A sus 25 años, Patrick Lyoya enfrentó una detención de tránsito. Al parecer, se sintió inseguro cuando un policía detuvo su vehículo y por eso salió corriendo con el policía detrás, en una caliente persecución.

Cuando el oficial saca una pistola paralizante, parece que Lyoya la cubre con sus manos, y con esto bloquea su efecto. Alguien graba laifulca con un teléfono celular, mostrando lo que parece ser el policía sobre la espalda de Lyoya, empujando su cabeza hacia abajo. Se escucha un disparo y Patrick Lyoya se va, muerto en un balazo en la muca. Una vez más, muneando siendo Negro es un delito capital.

Amor, no miedo, soy Mumia Abu-Jamal.
Los anuncios corporativos cambian sus eslóganes regularmente. ¿Cuántos de sus políticos han cambiado? ¿Podemos datarnos por lo que recordamos.

Pero es una historia diferente con los eslóganes de la clase trabajadora. “Un perjuicio para uno es un perjuicio para todos” ha resistido la prueba del tiempo. Lo mismo ocurre con el coro del horizonte laboral más famoso de Estados Unidos: “Solidaridad para siempre, porque la unión nos hace fuertes”.

“Solidaridad para siempre, porque la unión nos hace fuertes” ha resistido la prueba del tiempo. Recordamos.

Hoy recordamos que la lucha de los más operada por la liberación forma parte de la lucha por el socialismo. La solidaridad contra la opresión nacional – el racismo y la supremacía blanca en Estados Unidos y otras poción de la esencia en que construimos la unidad de la clase obrera. Es parte de la construcción de un movimiento global y de clase para derribar el sistema de explotación capitalista.

El Día Internacional de los Trabajadores – 1 de mayo, Mayo Día – es cuando, en el mismo día en todo el mundo, los trabajadores demuestran su poder. El día fue declarado en 1889 en una conferencia mundial y reconoce una protesta masiva tres años antes, en la que los trabajadores, muchos de ellos inmigrantes, se manifestaron en la plaza Haymarket de Chicago por la jornada laboral de ocho horas. Ocho trabajadores y líderes sindicales fueron acusados por el estado de Illinois por el asesinato de un policía; cinco pagaron el precio final.

‘Hemos demostrado que podemos ganar’

Durante décadas, el Primero de Mayo, reconocido en todo el mundo, apenas se había celebrado en Estados Unidos. En 2005, el Movimiento del Milón de Trabajadores encabezó una marcha del Primero de Mayo en la ciudad de Nueva York. En 2006, millones de trabajadores inmigrantes celebraron una huelga gene- rosamente financiada por el Tesoro del país. Pero en 2007, una década después de la creación del primer Día de los Trabajadores, el ALU y el ALU dijeron: “Desde Buffalo, Nueva York, hasta Memphis, Tennessee, pasando por Staten Island, Nueva York, y Bessemer, Alabama, Seattle, Mesa, Arizona, y en todas partes, siguiendo siendo persistentes y estamos decididos a hacer un nuevo sistema financiero respaldado por oro y separado del FMI. Tanto Iraq como Libia se enfrentaron a sanciones. Ambos líderes fueron vilipendiados y eje- cutados o asesinados.

Estados Unidos y Gran Bretaña invadi- ron Irak en el 2003, lo que abrió la OTAN bombardearon Libia. Ahora, el presidente Joe Biden ha pedido pública- mente la destitución del presidente ruso Vladimir Putin.

Washington impuso sanciones a Rusia y está obligado a otros países, especial- mente a los aliados de la Unión Europea, a reconfigurar sus economías para acatar estas sanciones económicas extremas. Después de haber sufrido inicialmente un duro golpe en sus economías por el que tendrán que pagar el gas natural licuado estadounidense por el que tendrán que pagar el gas natural licuado estadounidense. Pero en lo que va de año, en casi 1.000 centros de trabajo diferentes, los trabajadores registraron a sus empleadores en unas 30 tiem- pos de trabajo diferentes, los trabajadores...